
True as steel
 Perfection, our passion 



Jonkers Bouwmetaal is a family company founded 

more than thirty years ago in 1986. Throughout 

the years we have become a well-known partner 

that sets the standard in an extensive range in steel 

products. Due to innovative thinking, each product is 

connecting safety, craftsmanship and design to your 

piece of art. 

We have our roots in the heart of the Netherlands near Amsterdam, but 

our branches bear fruit internationally as well! Known for our steel and 

stainless steel profiles in combination with glass doors and windows, 

we established a valued position. Besides that, we offer a high level of 

expertise in the design and use of elegant flush door constructions. 





Jonkers mindset

Unique aspects:

 ✓ Swiss made materials

 ✓ Manufactured by Dutch craftsmanship

 ✓ Family driven company

Our level of craftsmanship puts quality above quantity. To ensure that 

quality we use Swiss made profiles and we choose to only use the very 

best elements and materials for our products. 





Our steel doors are built to last! The impressive slim aspects of our doors and window elements combine 

architectural design, comfort and well-being with excellent heat and sound insulation. Our coated profiles 

ensure an elegant, maintenance free and durable product.  

Unique aspects of 

our steel doors:

 ✓ Durable

 ✓ Maintenance free 

 ✓ Excellent heat and 

sound insulation

 ✓ Slim and elegant 

Steel doors:    
combining elegance with durability 





Stainless steel doors:
combining safety with beauty 

Unique aspects of our 

stainless steel doors:

 ✓ A refined look

 ✓ Bulletproof 

 ✓ RC3 tested burglar-proof 

 ✓ Fire-resistant 

Give your doors, windows and fixed lights character by using our stainless steel 

profiles. Whether you are considering using stainless steel for its functionality or 

for a refined look, our profiles will meet both requirements. Safety comes first; 

but surely doesn’t have to get in the way of beauty. 





Bulletproof

Bulletproof doors and elements are essential for buildings where safety 

is a priority, for example governments, banks and private houses. Steel is 

used to armor our doors. In this way damage caused by bullets is limited 

and optimum safety is ensured.

Unique aspects:

 ✓ Unique aspects:

 ✓ Limited damage 

 ✓ Optimum safety insurance 

 ✓ Bullet proof FB4 according  

to EN 1522

 ✓ Freedom of design 





Burglarproof

Our door and window systems respond to the growing need for 

security. They have been successfully tested by international 

institutes. Without affecting its appearance, our door systems 

can be provided with multi-point locking up to RC4! 

Unique aspects:

 ✓ Bring design in, keep burglars out!

 ✓ Burglarproof up to RC4 according 

to EN 1627

 ✓ Tested and approved





Fire resistant and smoke proof 

Our doors are fire resistant for more than 90 

minutes, due to their profiles and a new, intelligent 

fire retardant filling. Furthermore, integrating 

fittings, locks and accessories in the profiles is easy, 

even with the doors featuring double rebate seals. 

Unique aspects:

 ✓ Fire resistant for more than 90 minutes

 ✓ Integrating accessories in the profiles is easy 

 ✓ Provided with intelligent fire retardant filling 

 ✓ Bullet- and burglar resistant as well!





Jonkers Bouwmetaal, 
your future in steel

Hoornse Hop 10 
8321 WX Urk - The Netherlands
PO Box 82, 8320 AB Urk 
Telephone  +31 (0)527-685156 
Fax  +31 (0)527-685286 
E-mail  info@jonkers-bouwmetaal.nl
Website  www.jonkers-bouwmetaal.nl


